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Introduction
Carbon Intelligence believes that
business is the solution to a zero
carbon world.
Our rigorous approach helps our clients
set credible targets that stand up to
scrutiny and avoid greenwash. We’re
the UK's leading science-based target
consultancy and have supported 1 in 3 UK
approved targets and 43% of all UK SBT
targets aligned to 1.5C.
In 2020 we supported 'world first' signedoff targets for the first global law firm, 'big
four', rail network, commercial district,
European restaurant and aerospace &
defence firm plus the most ambitious
commitment in construction and one of
the first net zero targets that doesn't rely
on offsets.

Our methodology focuses on the six
key components necessary to achieve
ambitious targets: direction, governance,
data, engagement, performance and
reporting.
During the challenging COVID-19
lockdown, our smart building technology
and innovative approaches to building
management enabled our clients to
remotely monitor and manage their
buildings. Allowing some to reduce their
energy usage by over 70%, compared to
an average of 16%, resulting in significant
cost and carbon savings. We reported to
CDP for the first time in 2020 and we are
a signatory of the WGBC Net Zero Carbon
Buildings Commitment and Business
Ambition for 1.5C.
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Our science-based target
In 2019, we had our science-based target approved by the Science Based Targets Initiative (SBTI). We have become the
world’s first zero-carbon company to have our climate goal – to maintain zero operational emissions and dramatically cut
(Scope 3) value chain emissions by 2030, approved by the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi). We have committed to
the following:

We commit to
maintain zero
absolute Scope 1 and
2 GHG emissions by
not consuming fuels
and continuing to
use electricity from
renewable sources
through 2030.

We commit to
reduce Scope 3 GHG
emissions from
purchased goods and
services by 65% per
million GBP (British
pounds) added value
and by 40% from
business travel per
passenger-km by
2030 from a 2017 base
year.*

We commit that
30% of its suppliers
by spend covering
purchased goods
& services will set
science-based
Scope 1 and 2 targets
by 2030.

To support the achievement of our SBT,
we have established ‘Project Spotlight’,
our internal engagement initiative. Project
Spotlight is responsible for calculating
and reporting on our GHG footprint,
reporting progress against our SBT, and
implementing and running initiatives
throughout the reporting period to keep
staff engaged in emissions reductions.
This team is made up of individuals from
across the business and has an executivelevel sponsor to ensure there is both
top-down and bottom-up engagement
on climate-related issues throughout the
organisation.

*In light of the 2021 changes from SBTi to only validate targets aligned with a minimum level of ambition of well-below-2°C for Scope
3, we are in the process of committing to setting a net-zero target once the new SBTi net-zero framework has been released. Our
commitment to net-zero will be officially recognised by September 2021.
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Our TCFD disclosures

Providing
best-in-class
support to our
clients

The Taskforce on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) are best
practice recommendations to promote
long-term climate risk and financial
stability. As a climate consultancy, we
support our clients to align and embed
these recommendations into their risk
management process and business
practices.
To ensure we are able to continue to
provide best-in-class support to our
clients, we have adopted the TCFD
recommendations ourselves and have
undertaken key steps to align our
reporting this year. Alongside this, we
continue to respond to CDP, with our
second submission this year which aligns
directly to our TCFD disclosures in this
section.

“

We continue to respond to CDP,
with our second submission
this year”
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Governance
Given the nature of our business and our
purpose to support the transition to a
zero-carbon economy, our leadership
teams are invested in understanding and
embedding climate risk into our day-today operations. Ensuring our own longterm resilience means we can continue to
support our clients in achieving a net
zero world.
Our Board has ultimate oversight over our
strategy and the risks and opportunities
which relate to our business whilst
our Executive Management Team
is responsible for embedding risk
management into our day-to-day.
Carbon Intelligence has a unique ability
to draw on technical support from our inhouse consultants to support progressing
our climate strategy and our TCFD
alignment. Our governance structure with
clear roles and responsibilities is
outlined below.

01

Understanding and
embedding climate
risk into our day-today operations.

02

03

Our Executive
Management Team
is responsible for
embedding risk
management into
our day-to-day.

Ensuring our own
long-term resilience
means we can
continue to support
our clients in achieving
a net zero world.
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Strategy & risk management
As a world-leading consultancy in
supporting businesses to understand
climate-related risks and opportunities
as well as set ambitious net zero and
climate strategies, we have reviewed
and assessed our own climate-related
impacts.
To conduct our own identification and
assessment of significant climate-related
risks and opportunities, we utilised our
in-house TCFD technical consultants. Our
technical team was able to identify risks
and opportunities relevant to our industry
and our business. From there using our
risk management framework, we assessed
each identified risk and opportunity for
likelihood and impact on our business.

Given our position as an industry partner
to support businesses to transition to net
zero carbon, we identified more climaterelated opportunities relevant to our
strategy and business planning.
From a risk perspective, we have an
agile way of working, as demonstrated
throughout Covid-19, therefore we
identified no material physical risks to our
business as asset damage is not relevant
under our business model nor service
disruption. However, we identified a
number of significant transition risks.

Our technical team was
able to identify risks and
opportunities relevant to our
industry and our business.

“

We have an agile way of
working, as demonstrated
throughout Covid-19”
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Below outlines our top 5 material climate risks and
top 6 material climate opportunities:

CLIMATE-RELATED RISKS

Key:

Short term Medium term Long term

CLIMATE-RELATED OPPORTUNITIES

Legal & Policy - Emissions reporting obligations imposed by
clients within regional markets or sub-sectors must be reviewed
and adhered to, to avoid risk of impacting contracts reputation or
resulting in clients no longer working with Ci

Supply Chain - Opportunity to influence the supply chains within
our client’s industries to be more sustainable and climate resilience
causing both an increase in reputation, increase in overall climate
impact and possible decrease in costs

Reputation - - Real or perceived reputation as a climate-laggard
may lead to an ability for Ci to attract new employees and retain
existing employees due to a preference to work for a climatepositive organisation.

Markets - The effects of climate change on client preferences may
bring the opportunity to diversify business activities, which may
mitigate against the risk of potential falling profitability in other
sectors/ products/services

Client & Partner-related - Changing client & partner behaviour,
including an increased clients/ partner preference to support
companies with Paris-aligned climate ambitions, could risk the
demand of Ci products

Markets - The effects of climate change may lead to access to
new markets or sectors, increasing Ci’s revenue, e.g. increased
development and reach of climate-related digital innovation
channels or services
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CLIMATE-RELATED RISKS

CLIMATE-RELATED OPPORTUNITIES

Carbon Pricing & Tax - There is a risk that carbon taxes may
be introduced in the future, which could increase the cost of
products/services both purchased and sold by the Ci.

Resource Consumption - Adapting staff transport procedures,
particularly relating to overseas travel, can improve both indirect
carbon footprint (Scope 3) and save business transport costs. For
local transport, using more efficient modes of transport to reduce
environmental footprint may also result in reduced fuel costs.
Markets - Development or expansion of low emissions services
such as carbon-free consulting services, may result in increasing
demand for products/services, increasing revenue.

We held a workshop session with our
Executive Management Team to work
through the identified material impacts
and how they are likely to affect our longterm strategy and business plan. It was
noted that we have some strong mitigating
controls in place to reduce the residual
level of our risks such as our reputational
risks given we have an ambitious climate
strategy and target in place.

However, we continue to strive for best
in class therefore are working through
how we can better manage, monitor
and mitigate our climate-related risks
as well as ensure our climate-related
opportunities are being embedded into
our long-term business planning.
Over the coming year, we are going to
hold a climate risk training with our Board
members to upskill them on how to build
resilience in our long-term strategy as well
as continue to develop our risk mitigation
controls and ongoing monitoring.

Increased
development and
reach of climaterelated digital
innovation channels
or services
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Metrics & targets

To support the achievement of our SBT, we have established
our internal sustainability committee called ‘Project Spotlight’.
Project Spotlight is responsible for calculating and reporting
on our GHG footprint, reporting progress against our SBT, and
implementing and running initiatives throughout the reporting
period to keep staff engaged in emissions reductions.

We were the world’s first zero-carbon company
to have our climate goal

To maintain zero operational emissions
and dramatically cut (Scope 3) value
chain emissions by 2030, approved by the
Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi).

This team is made up of individuals from across the business
and has an executive-level sponsor to ensure there is both topdown and bottom-up engagement on climate-related issues
throughout the organisation.

We have committed to the following:

Carbon Intelligence commits
to maintain zero absolute
Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions
by not consuming fuels and
continuing to use electricity
from renewable sources
through 2030.

Carbon Intelligence commits
to reduce Scope 3 GHG
emissions from purchased
goods and services by 65%
per million GBP added value
and by 40% from business
travel per passenger-km by
2030 from a 2017 base year.

Carbon Intelligence commits
that 30% of its suppliers by
spending covering purchased
goods & services will set
science-based Scope 1 and 2
targets by 2030.
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Emissions Breakdown

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Source

FY 2019

Emissions from
purchased goods
and services make
up the majority of
our footprint.

Trend

0

0

0%

12.11

7.44

-39%

0

0

0%

14.85

13.44

-9%

Scope 3 - Purchased Goods and Services

683.47

447.22

-35%

Scope 3 - Capital Goods

163.19

176.79

8%

Scope 3 - Waste

0.35

9.71

2707%

Scope 3 - Employee Commuting

10.83

64.64

497%

Scope 3 - Upstream Leased Assets

68.2

60.67

-11%

Scope 3 - Fuel and energy-related activities (tCO2e)1

2.86

1.75

-39%

Total Scope 1 & 2 (Location-Based)

12.11

7.44

-39%

0

0

0%

943.74

774.23

-18%

0.18

0.08

-55%

Scope 1 - Fuel combustion in vehicles and buildings (tCO2e)
We report all material GHG emissions using ‘tonnes of CO2
equivalent’ (‘tCO2e’) as the unit of measurement and report
energy use in kWh. Our reporting period is 1st January 2020 to
31st December 2020. We purchase 100% renewable electricity,
therefore our Scope 2 (market-based) emissions are 0. The
emissions detailed below are pending verification at the time
of reporting.

FY 2020

Scope 2 – (Location-based) - Electricity (tCO2e)
Scope 2 – (Market-based) - Electricity (tCO2e)
Scope 3 - Business travel (tCO2e)

Total Scope 1 & 2 (Market-Based)
Total Scope 3
tCO2e per FTE (Scope 1 & 2 Location-Based)2

1. Includes WTT emissions from fuels and electricity transmission and distribution losses
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Methodology
We quantify and report our organisational
GHG emissions in alignment with the
World Resources Institute’s Greenhouse
Gas Protocol Corporate Accounting and
Reporting Standard and in alignment with
the Scope 2 Guidance. We consolidate our
organisational boundary according to the
operational control approach.

The Scope 2 Guidance requires that we
quantify and report Scope 2 emissions
according to two different methodologies
(“dual reporting”): (i) the location-based
method, using average emissions factors
for the country in which the reported
operations take place; and (ii) the marketbased method, which uses the actual
emissions factors of the energy procured.

“

The Scope 2 Guidance requires
that we quantify and report
Scope 2 emissions according to
dual reporting”

In some cases, where data is missing,
values have been estimated using either
extrapolation of available data or data
from the previous year as a proxy.

The location-based
method: using
average emissions
factors for the
country in which the
reported operations
take place

The market-based
method: uses the
actual emissions
factors of the
energy procured.
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Social value
Our company impact report is shared
on a quarterly basis in order to maintain
focus in the team of why we do what we do
and the impact it’s having. Our induction
process walks new starters through
our mission and sets the precedent for
wanting to work to achieve that mission.
Our charity initiative is a shining
example of how we embed a culture of
environmental and social responsibility.
To date we have raised over £40,000 for
SolarAid and Lymphoma Action through
activities such as quizzes, gigs and cycling
from London to Paris in 24 hours. We are
partners of the London Wildlife Trust and
have a volunteering programme with The
Connection at St Martins in the Fields.

initiatives. We are guest speakers on this
year’s MockCOP, presenting on the role of
businesses in tackling climate change to
a global audience of young activists and
students.
Recently we have partnered with an
offsetting consultancy to help meet the
needs of clients who want to explore
offsetting as an option, after reducing
and removing as much of their emissions
as possible. By providing our clients with
a credible route forward for offsets we’re
helping educate the market on how to do
this process credibly and not as an easy
way out.

Further to our charity work we support
a number of school initiatives to inspire
the next generation of sustainability
professionals, this includes building a
carbon reduction strategy for Hayes
school and measuring the impact of
Ashden through their sustainability
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Driving the UK’s 2050 net zero target
We are deeply invested in the markets our
clients operate in and work with partners to
shape how these industries respond to the
climate crisis.

HOSPITALITY

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE

•

•

Association of Real Estate Funds: We
are educating members to ensure ESG
is built into investment strategies from
the outset to avoid stranded assets and
improve fund performance.

•

IPSX: Developed clear guidelines for
admissions to this new real estate
exchange on how to report and manage
both embedded and operating carbon
emissions. This will create transparency
for investors on asset valuation
potential and help issuers build in ESG
performance from the start.

Zero Carbon Forum: We developed
a sector wide commitment and
roadmap to net zero that will be publicly
accessible to help all hospitality
operators transition to a net zero
economy.

LEGAL

TRANSPORT

•

•

Legal Sustainability Alliance:
Created the first Scope
3 guidance document
dedicated to law firms.

Rail Safety & Standards Board (RSSB):
We developed a standardised approach
to GHG reporting in the rail industry,
this was the first project of its kind to
calculate rail emissions at a stakeholder
level and defined next steps for the
industry.
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Carbon Intelligence
5th Floor
103-113 Regent Street
London W1B 4HL
T 020 3053 6655
E info@carbon.ci
carbon.ci

Carbon Intelligence helps some of the largest companies in the world
set and achieve ambitious sustainability targets to tackle the climate
crisis.
We bring together a world-class team of strategists, engineers,
technologists, data scientists and educators; sustainability people
who bring fresh thinking to your corporate sustainability.
We connect corporate strategy with deliberate evidence-based
programmes, from building optimisation to enhancing carbon sinks.
With a decade’s worth of experience, and some of the finest minds in
sustainability, we are redefining the carbon intelligent enterprise.
What is your level of ambition?
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